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1 Vocabulary

A Choose the correct word or phrase to fill the gaps.
1 The sick man lay on his bed ………… .

(a) clanging (b) groaning (c) splashing
2 The horror film was really ………… .

(a) terrifying (b) fearful (c) horrified
3 It’s not a very ………… story.

(a) realistic (b) real (c) living
4 Do you believe in ………… ?

(a) the unreal (b) the supernatural
(c) ghostly things

5 The lion ………… and came out from the trees.
(a) whispered (b) growled
(c) spluttered

B Match the words with the definitions.
1 thriller
2 nightmare
3 fantasy
4 witch
5 imaginative
(a) good at thinking of interesting ideas
(b) a woman who is believed to have magic powers
(c) an experience or situation that you imagine but

is not real
(d) an exciting film or book about murder or a crime
(e) a very frightening dream

1 Vocabulary: my score is …… out of 10

2 Language

A Rewrite the sentences using the passive.
1 It’s a film that you must see.

…………
2 People used to think that we should kill witches.

…………
3 Can we do it immediately?

…………
4 The writers may change the ending.

…………
5 In some countries they can’t show the film.

…………

B Rewrite the sentences using the passive.
1 A big film company is going to make the book

into a movie. …………
2 Why do they have to change the ending?

…………
3 The director has to explain the roles to the

actors. …………
4 The writer didn’t want the story to frighten

people. …………
5 They are not going to show the film at the local

cinema. …………

2 Grammar: my score is …… out of 10

3 Functions

A Match the two parts of the sentences.
1 Fear
2 Terror
3 Excitement
4 Entertainment
5 Suspense
(a) is provided by films and books.
(b) is a feeling that you want to run away.
(c) is what you feel when you are waiting for

something to happen.
(d) is what you feel when something good is going

to happen.
(e) is a stronger feeling than fear.

B Rewrite the sentences using the words given.
1 I felt excited.

I had ………… .
2 For me, horror films are amusing.

I find ………… .
3 Films are often very violent.

There is ………… .
4 The audience was very amused by the film.

The audience found ………… .
5 I won’t forget how terrifying the journey was.

I won’t forget the ………… .
3 Functions: my score is …… out of 10

Quick Smart Test 14:
My total score is …… out of 30

Name Class Date
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